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1. The role of "static ~uilihrium" in structural design 

Certain structures or members may be displaced (overturned, slipped, 
floated) from their position without failure of the solid connections, their 
equilibrium is due to permanent loads or to the resulting friction. National 
standards and international recommendations discuss the stability of such 
8tructures as a special ca8e of the ultimate load capacity, considering the 
structures and the soil as rigid bodies; certain specifications impose special 
safety factors for loads exceeding those in strength analyses. 

This approach is reprehensible from several aspects: 
displacement of structures is usually preceded by failure or yield of 
materials over a part of the contacting surfaces; 
exceeding load effects due to structural deformation and to constructional 
inaccuracy affects the stability and strength of the structure in a similar 
manner; 

often permanent loads and solid connections provide together for struc
tural equilibrium. 
This latter circumstance and the resulting contradictions are illustrated 

by the folloidng example. The structure in Fig. 1 is subject to wind load FlY" 
Overturning of the structure is prevented by force Rs acting in the steel 
anchorage, and by permanent load Rc. (In this casc the letter symbol R points 
to the resisting role of the permanent load.) The respective safety factors are 

/'W, ,'5 and i'RC' The diagram complying i~ith four different specifications shows 
the variation of load-resistance ratio depending on the shares of the solid con
nection and of the permanent load in the resistance. In the CEB-FIP Recom
mendation [1] and in the Hungarian Standard [3], where special safety factors 
are prescribed for the analysis of the "static equilibrium", this limit case is 
considered as an outstanding singular point. This can easily result in the fol
lowing absurdity: for example, the stability analysis of a structure, proving the 
permanent load to be insufficient in itself, requires a solid anchorage too, to 
sustain stahility; but when this conneetion has to be designed in compliance 
with safety factors specified for strength analysis, it may turn out for the 
~ol1nection to be needles8 (it seems to be compressed). 
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Fig. 1. Safety factor,. of ",trellgth" and of "'tal,ilit\"" ill differc:lt 
spt'cfficHtion~ . 

Introduction of the concept "static equilibrium", and its distinguished 
treatment had been imposed by the method of "permissihll~ stresses", failing to 
proyide for an adequate structural safety in equilibrium analyses where 
material strengths had no role at all or only subordinate. Then it was replaced 
by the method of "permissible loads" applying safety factors to actions. 
This procedure pervaded the profes;;:ional mind to a degree to he preserved in 
some specifications even after the adyent of the limit slate analysis method 
where it is needless and meaningless. 

A number of professionals arc inclined to consider loss of the stability as 
an especially dangerous mode of failure justifying unusually rigoroU8 safety 
factors. As concerns the cases of "slipping" and "floating", these are unlikely to 
belong to extremely dangerous modes of failure. OYerturning or failure hy 
collapse of an eleYatf'Cj structure (e. g. chimney stack) cannot be :;;harply distin
guished from the aspect of eonsequences. ~either can oyerturning of a retaining 
'wall he stated to hc more damaging than failure of tll(' ground floor column of a 

multistorey building. 
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2. Safety factor of the perm\luent load favourable for equilihrium 

According to the aboye, in determining safety factor YRG of force Ra 
fayourable for equilihrium, a failure probahility about equal to that in strength 
analyses has to he specified. This requirement is not ahsolutely met by safety 
factors imposed hy ,-arious specifications for favourable permanent loads in 
strength analyses. Remind: 

In specifications hased on "semiprohahilistic" methodf', gelwrally dif
ferent fl'actiles are used for determining the extreme value of the un

favourable loads or that of resistance (e. g. F O,()3 and R(I,00135)' Favourable 
loads act. howey(~r. as "resistance", hence it -were not eOrI'('('·t to take them 
as a fractil,> F O,1)5 in account. 
TJw "semiprohalJilistie" method p!'ovides for an ahout equaL stable 
failure prohahility if standarcl deyiations of load and of resbtance are 
about equal. If the two i'ignificantly differ - as in the casp of e. g. wind 
load and dcad load as resistance then reckoning with invariahle frac
tiles significantly increases th(' failure probahility. In the extreme case, for 
a steady (deterministic) ,-alue of the resistance, the prohability of failure 
would he equal to that of exceeding F. 
Changing of the failure probability will be illustrated according to Hun

garian Standard [3] for two t'xtrE'm(' cases of resistance due exclush-ely to solid 
connection R~ ("strength") and to weight Ra of the structure or certain mem
bers ("stahility"). Snow load Fs and wind load Fw willlw examined as acci
dental loads affpcted by ratlw1' different safety factors. Comhination Fa: Ra 
corresponds to the case of a structure made of different materials or with 
differen t technologies; the weight of certain members acts as load, that of the 
other::, a::' resistance. (\~/ eight of a structure made of uniform material and with 
uniform technology has to he treated as a single force: either as load or as 
resistance, depending on its linp of action.) 

Resistanccs are considered as of normal distrihution; the analysis will he 
made by assuming both normally distributed loads and those of double expo
nential di~tribution. 

2.1 Loads of normal distribution 

The following assumptions ha,-e heen made ill th(' analysis (Table 1, 
Fig. 2): 

Basic "alues of the variable loads (Fw and F s) are the mean yalues of 
maxima d tuing the service lifE' of the structure. Extreme yalue F u = I' F • F 
corl'f~sponds to fractile 95%. Hence, tF = 1.64. Safety factors for snow 
and wind load are i's = lA and hv = 1.2, respectively. 
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:\llalY5is data as,umillg: llormalload di"tributioll 
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5.92 
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dead load 
Fa·RIJ 

l.l 
1.05 

1.100 
95 . 10- 1 

Basic value of the permanent load F(j ii' the de8ign load. The mean load i8 
some"i,-hat higher: 'LOS F G• Extreme values eorrespond to 5 % and 

95% fractiles, respectively, thus, tG 1.6'1. Safety factors are 1.1 for 
unfavourable, and 1.0 for favolll'ahle loads. (Data refer to compact 
structuraImaterials, e. g. concrete or steel.) 
Basie and extreme values of steel strength Rs and R SL ' correspond to 

5% and 0.135% fractiles. resp., thus, tR = 3.0. The safety division factor 

i'RS 1.15. 
The ease just meeting the load hearing requirement. i. e. 
be considered \\-here the sR;sF ratio can he determined 
ships in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Stati,tical di,;trihutioll" of load and of re.-i,;tance 
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Fig. 3. (our,,, of failure probability for normal load distribution 

Density function of the variable load and of the connection strength has 
been plotted in full line, and that of the dead load acting as load or as resistance 
in dash line in Fig. 2. 

Calculation results are seen in Fig. 3. Probability of the ultimate state to 
occur has been plotted in ordinate according to 

x 

P {F > R} = J rp( F) . J rp(R) dx dx 

for different sR/SF ratios of the "tandard deviations. Curve sets correspond to 
different fractiles of load and resistance. PerceiYably, for sR/SF ratios other 
than 1.00, the failure probahility much increases. 

Points for different matches of load and resistance show - as obvious 
also from Table 1 - the failure probability in "strength" analysis not to signif
icantly differ for different loads. The failure probability is, however, greater by 
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an order of magnitude in "stability" analysis if the 5 % quantile of dead load 
acting as resistance is reckoned with, in conformity with the Hungarian Stan
dard for strength analysis. Thus, safety factor ')'RO is justly specified so as to 
yield a much lower fractile of dead load. Points marked ( )' in Fig. 3 refer to 
division factor ')'RO = 1.15,,-, 1/0.85 (t RO "'- 6.0). Although there is very low 
probability for still lo'wer dead loads to occur, this is that where the failure 
probability about equals that in the strength analysis. The situation is particu
larly favourable for wind loads, the primary cause of instability. As a matter 
of fact, the safety is exces8ive for the case (F 0: Ro)' (its point 'would lie out
side the diagram), but such a contribution is infrequent in design problems. 

2.2 Double exponential load distribution 

Experience shows the distribution of timely maxima of yariable loads to 
be other than normal as a rule. Different other functions are found in publi
cations for such cases, including distribution function 

<P(x) = exp [- exp (_ x p Xl] 

also considered in our investigations. The distribution function itself and the 
density function obtained from it by derivation are seen in Fig. 4, with some 
significant relationships. Basic data and calculation results have been compiled 
in Table 2 and in Fig. 5 . 
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Fig. 4. Double exponential distribution 
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Analysis data as,mming double exponential load distribution 
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Fig. 5. Course of failure probability for doubl" (>xponential load distribution 
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For identical safety factors and pertammg fractiles, the exponential 
distribution is seen to somewhat inCl'easc the failure probability compared to a 
load of normal distribution. Here also, failure probabilities differ by orders of 
magnitude, depending on whether the equilihrium is due to a solid connection 
or to a permanent load, but here modification of thc safety factor of the favour
ahle permanent load is less efficient: failure prohability helonging to points 
(Fs: Rd and (FIl:: Ra) determined from factor ~'RG = 1.15 exceed~ that in 
"strength" analysis. 

Remind that in most of practical structlll'es, thc equilibrium is due to the 

complcx of permanent load anel soliel connections,rcducingthe failure probab
ility, namely the term for the resistance comprises the sum of two independent 
l'andom variahles. 

3. Conclusions 

3.1 The "static eCluilibrium" of structures has to be analY:3cd as a limit 
case in strength aualysis rathcr than as a separate requircment. To provide for 
the continuity of transition, elastic and plastic pl'operties of structural materi
als, additional effects due to deformations of structure and soil and to con
structional inaccuracies have to he identically treated, and cqual safety factors 
have to be applied for favourable permanent loads, irrespectivc of the shares of 
permanent load and of solid connections in the resistance of the structure. 

3.2 The safety factor of permanent load" favourahle for thc equilibrium, 
hence acting as a resistancc, has to he stated so as to yield about equal failure 
probabilities in "stahility" and in "strength" analyses. Remind that the failure 
probability much increases even for identical safety factors if standard devi
ations of load and resistance significantly differ. It is suggested to apply a 
dh-ision factor of 1.15 (a multiplication factor of 0.85) for the dead load favour
able for the equilibrium of compact structural material", rather than the 
actual one of 1.00 in Hungarian design codes. 

Summary 

Analy"i,. of "static equilibrium" is a limit cas" of ":'trength" ,111alYEi,.: resistance of the 
strllcture i,. due exclusively or mostly to permanent loads. Neither in this analysis can the 

structure be considered as a rigid body, the requirement for an increased safety i" generally 
unjustified, nE'ither sp('cial safety factors are needed. To have a failure probability at the same 
level as in strength analyses, the favourable permanent loads should be takrn into account 
with the same fraetile as that for the resistance of solid connections. At tlw sanl(' time. however, 
it has to be kept in mind not to let the relatively low standard deviation offavourablppermanent 
loads increase the failure probability. For Hungarian design codes. a safety division factor of 
1.15 may be suggested for the dead load of compact structnral materials if it is convenient for 
the analysis. 
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